
Radical Frame Film Festival presents:
2024 SHORT FILM SERIES - BERLIN

Film submission start date: 01 October 2023
Film submission deadline: 31 January 2024
Event to be held on the 07th and 08th of May 2024

Festival description:
Welcome to the Radical Frame Film - 2024 Short Film Series - Berlin
We at the Radical Frame Film Festival are proud to announce edition number ten of Short Film
Series.
The idea for the Radical Frame Film Festival started a few years ago when a group of Denver
activists, artists, and friends decided to bring the messages of video activist cinema into the
public eye.
We feel that due to the current social and political climate, both locally and globally, our mission
-- to provide a forum for thought provoking films and debates -- is more critical than ever.
We are committed to presenting progressive, leftist, radical, anti-racist, experimental, and
visionary films that address issues including, but not limited to, the environment, human rights,
social injustice, antiglobalization, etc...
The Radical Frame Film Festival showcases every genre of independent film from across the
world during this incredible bi-continental celebration of independent artists.
The Radical Frame Film Festival is a forum where filmmakers can thrive outside the mainstream
arena.
The Short Film Series turns the spotlight on truly independent short films, created by new and
established filmmakers. The purpose is to allow anyone regardless of country, to step to their
dreams and start taking the steps to live life with passion and purpose.

Festival objectives:
We are committed to presenting progressive, leftist, radical, anti-racist,experimental, and
visionary films that address issues including, but not limited to, the environment, human rights,
social injustice, antiglobalization, etc...

Prizes and qualifications:
This is not a competitive Festival therefore no certifications or prizes are awarded.

Categories:
Drama, Comedy, Political, Animation, Documentary, Experimental, Fantastic, Fiction, Other.

Requirements:
1. Films must not be longer than 20 minutes.
2. Submitted films in languages other than English must be presented with subtitles in English.
3. Please include a short description of your film along with your name, address, phone number,
email and website (if you have one). Foreign language works are welcome and encouraged. If
you have a digital still or photograph from you film please send it to us for possible use on our
website.

Registration Fee:
There is a €15 (fifteen euros) registration fee for each submission. All money received from
registration will be used to cover costs involved with the organizing of the Short Film Series.

You can make the payment on the following PayPal account: foschiniteam@gmail.com
PLEASE NOTE:

mailto:foschiniteam@gmail.com


The registration fee is non-refundable and, it doesn  ́t guarantee the selection of the film.
If you have any questions, please contact: le.foschini@gmail.com 
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